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“It was a dark & stormy night - a late night jam in Denver at an 

international music conference. Guitarist/Vocalist JJ APPLETON and 

Harmonica Player MANLIO MILAZZI were brought together by a mutual 

friend and collaborator: Harmonica legend Jason Ricci. “You guys should 

meet”, he said… the rest is history!”
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APPLETON’S musical history includes 2 critically 
lauded acoustic blues/roots albums with Jason 
Ricci, 3 independent solo albums, and he was 
previously signed to AATW/Universal UK . He has 
made television appearances on Late Night with 
Stephen Colbert, Good Morning America and 
Carson Daly. 
 
APPLETON was handpicked by David Bowie as the 
original guitarist for Bowie’s award winning 
musical “Lazarus”.  As a producer JJ has produced 
recordings for Kesha, Grace Gaustad, Erin Bowman 
and Darius Rucker.
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MILAZZI is one of the premier harmonica players of his 
generation and has been awarded at the World 
Harmonica Festival in Trossingen (2013) and at the 
International Blues Challenge (2006).

A disciple of the harmonica genius Carlos Del Junco, 
Manlio has played with some of the greatest of the 
contemporary blues scene such as Bob Margolin, Chris 
Jagger, Tonky De La Pena, Enrico Crivellaro. 

➶MILAZZI & APPLETON are joined by Simone Serafini on 
the upright bass. One of the best bass player in the 
business, Serafini regularly tours with some of the top 
blues and jazz artists of the European scene (Rachel Gould, 
Enrico Crivellaro, Tonky De La Pena and many more).



NORTH OF THE SEA 
the new album
One small room, some old fashioned 
microphones, a good number of old and 
new songs plus a lot of soul. North of The 
Sea is the epitome of the collaboration 
between the north eastern italian 
harmonica player Manlio Milazzi and the 
new york blues troubadour JJ Appleton. It’s 
a blues acoustic trip that goes from Chicago 
to New Orleans to some new distant shores 
summoned by some vibey originals. If 
Crazy Head is a modern and eerie 
blues/rock number, One More Parade 
recalls the hills of the North Hill Mississippi 
area and so this deep journey into american 
music rolls on.





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IFkElqg5dFA


Tech rider - stage plan

Harmonica AMP
( Fender Bassman 59 

RI )

Up-Right Bass 
AMP

Manlio - voice and 
acoustic harmonica 
SM58

JJ - voice 
Beta 58

mic to mixer
mic to mixer

guitar mic

PLEASE PROVIDE

1 stool for harp case
2 stools for Manlio & 
JJ
1 DI for guitar 
pickup

guitar stand

stage monitor stage monitor stage monitor







MANLIO MILAZZI &
JJ APPLETON 
booking information & contacts

email: booking@manliomilazzi.com
web: www.manliomilazzi.com

mailto:booking@manliomilazzi.com
http://www.manliomilazzi.com
https://www.facebook.com/ManlioHarmonica
https://www.instagram.com/manlio_m/

